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Disclaimer
Since this project is a result of a class assignment, it has been graded and accepted as fulfillment
of the course requirements. Acceptance does not imply technical accuracy or reliability. Any use
of information in this report is done at the risk of the user. These risks may include catastrophic
failure of the device or infringement of patent or copyright laws. California Polytechnic State
University at San Luis Obispo and its staff cannot be held liable for any use or misuse of the
project.
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Executive Summary
Team SunSation is an interdisciplinary senior design project group that was tasked with developing
a semi-permanent seating area for Cal Poly's electrical engineering courtyard. The EE courtyard
is populated with plastic folding tables and chairs that are slowly falling apart. Dale Dolan, the
head of the EE department, requested that a table design be developed that incorporates the use of
solar panels. The addition of the solar panels to the table would help promote clean renewable
energy as well as provide shade to those sitting in the courtyard.
The solution that SunSation arrived at is broken up into mechanical/structural, electrical, and
software subsystems. The table is made up of a steel frame with concrete benches and tabletop. At
the bottom of the table frame there are steel c-channels that allow the table to be moved with a
pallet jack. The table utilizes a single-axis solar tracking system with two solar panels donated by
the EE department. A 10 ft. steel tube column stands at the center of the table and supports the
solar panels. The solar panels sit at 30° from the horizontal at the top of the column. A linear
actuator is attached to the solar panels and center column of the table and is used to rotate the
panels ± 30° from their neutral position.
In addition to solar tracking, the table also boasts features such as LED lighting, USB charging,
and data collection. All these features are controlled by a Raspberry Pi that lives in the waterproof
box that houses the table's electronics. The table lights are operated using a button on the table and
are set to turn off after one hour of use. The solar tracking works off a real-time clock in
conjunction with a dataset on sunrise and sunset times each day at the product’s coordinate
location. The table also includes a QR code that directs users to a website that shows data analytics
from solar collection and consumption, as well as information on the project itself.
Manufacturing of the table was a substantial part of the project. The manufacturing process
consisted of cutting and welding the table frame, mixing concrete, and assembling hardware for
the solar tracking system. The team completed manufacturing and conducted testing on the table
in the EE courtyard to ensure that all design engineering specifications were met. Some issues such
as Wi-Fi connectivity, solar tracking software bugs, and motor controller hardware failure were
discovered during this testing process. After resolving the discovered issues, the final assembly of
the table was completed. The final product is now in the EE courtyard, and it has seen immediate
use by students that study in the area.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Problem Statement & Purpose
The Cal Poly community (students, professors, faculty, alumni, and families) working or lounging
in the Electrical Engineering courtyard currently have limited shade, seating, and working space.
This area, located between Building 14 and Building 20, is 22 by 58 feet, outlined in red in Figure
1 below. The Electrical Engineering courtyard, shown in Figure 2, is convenient for the Cal Poly
community to use as an outdoor space to work, socialize, eat, and rest. The Cal Poly community
would benefit from a table with an integrated solar-powered canopy. SunSation is utilizing solar
for the table, as it increases the capabilities and features of a normal shaded picnic table. Team
SunSation developed a solution to this problem that delivers a high-quality product for the sponsor
and Cal Poly community, which can be found in the Electrical Engineering courtyard now.

Figure 1: Location of EE Courtyard

Figure 2: Photo of EE Courtyard

Solar energy is a powerful, clean, and reliable source of energy that benefits the environment by
reducing air pollution, minimizing dependence on nonrenewable energy sources, and helping to
fight climate change. 1 SunSation creating this product shows that the campus of Cal Poly is moving
towards renewable products rather than traditional nonrenewable energy sources.
SunSation's Solar Powered Picnic Table is also important to the students at Cal Poly for several
reasons. The physical final product in the Electrical Engineering courtyard allows students to study
and socialize, helping to build community and to bring individuals together on the Cal Poly
campus. It creates an environment where students feel closer to their professors and peers.
Currently, the Electrical Engineering courtyard displays foldable plastic tables and a single
umbrella, so SunSation's table makes the courtyard more intriguing, convenient, and functional.
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Team Introduction
Team SunSation is composed of four senior engineering students, with a professor project advisor.
Jim Widmann, chair of Cal Poly’s Mechanical Engineering department, acts as the project advisor,
overseeing and advising the team as needed. SunSation consists of Christopher Barber, Michelle
Barnett, Casey Durham, and David Mason. This team worked together throughout the 2021-2022
academic year (September 2021 – June 2022), as a Senior Interdisciplinary Engineering Project
group. Each member contributed a unique skillset, as is the nature of the interdisciplinary course,
and all members learn from one another every day.
Christopher Barber is an Electrical Engineering/ Mechanical Engineering double major. He has
skills in metal fabrication and mechanical and electrical design, which helped in designing and
assembling the table and solar charging.
Michelle Barnett is an Industrial Engineering student, with an emphasis in project management
and software development. For this project, Michelle’s experience with Python and Raspberry Pis
helped with the software development and management. Her leadership skills kept the team on
track and organized, as well as prepared and motivated.
Casey Durham majors in General Engineering, with an emphasis in construction. From previous
experience in the construction industry, the skillset he brought to this project aided in the building
process of the table. Skills in CAD software helped with designing the table as well.
David Mason is a Mechanical Engineering student. His experience with CAD software helped in
the mechanical design of the table. He also has skills in mechanical manufacturing, such as welding
and CNC machining, that accelerated steel manufacturing processes.

Sponsor Background & Requirements
The sponsor for this project is Dr. Dale Dolan, chair of Cal Poly’s Electrical Engineering
department. His background in sustainable and renewable energy provides great experience and
guidance for Team SunSation. Through the Electrical Engineering department, SunSation had
$3600 to put toward the creation of this solar powered picnic table, as well as two donated solar
panels.
As the customer, Dr. Dolan had few requirements for the table design. The goal of this project was
to create a state-of-the-art solar picnic table that meets the customer requirements provided by Dr.
Dolan. Specifically, the Solar Table needed to be large enough to seat six people and provide shade
utilizing two solar panels. It should be able to withstand different types of weather throughout the
year, such as rain and wind. Though San Luis Obispo is known for its great weather, windy days
and rainy years are not uncommon. The sponsor also requires the table to be moderately portable,
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so it can move around campus if needed, using a Cal Poly pallet jack. A suggestion that SunSation
chose to deem as important is solar tracking, or the ability of the panels to follow the sun
throughout the day to optimize the amount of energy the panels produce. The customer
requirements for how the harvested energy is used are rather loose, leaving this area up to the
creativity of SunSation.

Engineering Specifications: Definition
Using the list of customer requirements, eleven engineering specifications were developed to meet
the sponsor’s needs. These specifications also gauge the success of SunSation’s table and to
quantitatively compare it to other benchmark solar tables, as seen in the House of Quality in
Appendix A. The House of Quality helped to determine the specific design requirements for
SunSation’s table. See the Engineering Requirements Table in Table 1 below for quantitative
targets and tolerances, as well as qualitative risks and compliances.
1. Supported weight, based on the amount of people the table can support, will demonstrate
how strong the table is. The supported weight specification was derived from the
customer’s requirement of being able to seat six people at the table. A weight of 1500
pounds was arrived at using the combined weight of six people with 250 pounds as the 95th
percentile of male weight.2 It is also the weight that a typical chair can hold.3
2. Max individual weight is the maximum weight of an individual at the table. This essentially
assumes one bench will be able to withstand the more concentrated force of 350 pounds.
This value represents above the 99th percentile of male weight.4
o Please note, every individual cannot weigh 350 pounds, as this would exceed the
maximum supported weight of 1500 pounds.
3. Standing clearance is a measurement from ground level to the lowest point on the shade
canopy, at its lowest point of the day. This measures the accessibility and usability of the
structure. The standing clearance of 6 feet 4 inches was determined based on the 99.5th
percentile of male height. This means 399 out of 400 people will be able to use this product
at any time of the day without ducking their heads.
4. Total product weight represents whether the table will be portable with a pallet jack, which
is a requirement from the customer. A weight of 5500 pounds was found to be the carrying
capacity of Cal Poly’s pallet jack and thus is the maximum weight of the product. See
Appendix B for Cal Poly’s pallet jack’s datasheet.
5. The price was initially set by the customer at $2000, excluding solar panel costs. SunSation
later proposed a more complex design plan that would cost an additional $1600, creating a
net budget of $3600 for the construction of this product.
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6. Battery capacity measures how much energy the product can store. Battery capacity target
was set based on competitor specifications. The target value is 1920 Wh, with a loose
tolerance of ± 750 Wh.
7. Daily production is based off 3.16 hours of maximum production each day. This value is
universally used by competitors to show how much power they expect to collect from a
specific sized panel. The target was calculated using two of the panels from the electrical
engineering department, totaling 2750 Wh with a tolerance of ± 750 Wh.
8. Table area measures the useable workspace. The target table area was determined using
three square feet as the average workspace for a single person and using competitors table
size as a basis. With six users at three square feet per user, a minimum of 18 ft2 will be the
table area.
9. Seat height was determined by looking at the bench height of competitor benches and
typical benches. The average height of the seats is between 15-19 inches. A height of 17
inches was settled upon as it can accommodate most people, with a tolerance of ± 2 inches.
10. Table height will determine how tall the table is from the ground. Again, looking at
competitor tables, the average height was found to be around 30 inches from the ground to
the top of the table. This table height in combination with the seat height allows for
sufficient leg room under the table. The tolerance on this specification is ± 2 inches.
11. Total bench length was determined by considering the amount of space a single user will
need to feel comfortable. Eighteen inches of seat space between each person was found to
be the industry standard. 5 A target of 120 inches was set to ensure that each person has
enough seat space on the bench.
Table 1: Engineering Specifications: Defined

Spec #

Description

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Supported Weight
Max Individual Weight
Standing Clearance
Total Product Weight
Total Cost
Battery Capacity
Daily Production
Table Area
Seat Height
Table Height
Total Bench Length

Requirement/
Target
1500 lbs
350 lbs
6 ft 4 in
5,500 lbs
$4,000
1920 Wh
2750 Wh
18 ft2
17 in
30 in
120 in

Tolerance

Risk

Compliance

Min
Min
Min
Max
Max
±750 Wh
±750 Wh
Min
± 2 in
± 2 in
Min

L
L
L
L
H
L
L
M
L
L
L

A, T
A, T
T
A, T
I
A
T
T
T
T
T
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Chapter 2: Background
Solar Tracking
One feature of the table is solar tracking. Solar tracking improves the energy production of solar
panels. There are single and dual axis tracking, with single axis improving power collection by 2535%, and dual axis improving collection a further 5-10%.6 The first axis is used to track the sun
from East to West throughout the day, and dual axis adjusts from North to South for the change in
elevation of the sun throughout the year. Figure 3 shows a simple two axis tracking mechanism.

Figure 3: Dual Axis Solar Tracking Mechanism

With single axis solar tracking, selecting the optimal fixed angle of the solar panels is important.
Because Cal Poly is in the Northern hemisphere, the panels should be fixed due South, some degree
up from horizontal. Selecting the correct values for these fixed angles is essential to maximize
solar collection. With dual axis tracking, there is only one fixed angle, which is simply that the
panels, at their neutral position, should be due South. Given the scope of this project, dual axis
tracking is too expensive and complicated to pursue, and a single axis still provides a significant
improvement in solar collection.

SunPower Solar Panels
The specific model of solar panels provided by the sponsor for this design are the SunPower E20435-COM.7 These 2.07-meter (6.79 ft) by 1.07-meter (3.51 ft) panels weigh 25 kilograms (55.1
lbs). See Figure 4 below for reference. The nominal power is 435 Watts. Using two panels, with
3.16 hours of daily maximum sunlight production 8 yields about 2750 Watt-hours (Wh) daily. For
reference, an iPhone holds a charge of 5.45 Wh. 9 At 100% efficiency, the solar production from
two SunPower panels could charge over six hundred iPhones every day. Although the daily
production may be 2750 Wh, the ideal batteries for similar products may have maximum capacities
of less than this. For example, the Renogy 12 Volt 200 Amp-hour Absorbent Glass Mat (AGM)
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battery would have a maximum daily capacity of 1920 Wh, assuming 80% depth of discharge. 10
Even with this constraint, 350 iPhones could still be charged every day.

Figure 4: SunPower E20-435-COM Solar Panels

State-of-the-Art Benchmarks
There are several existing solar powered picnic tables for sale at varying prices and with unique
features. Three designs stand out in particular: SunBolt Solar Charging Table Campus XL,11
Yosemite Solar Powered Picnic Table,12 and SolarZone Solar Charging Table. 13 Of these three
tables, each includes aspects and features that are included in SunSation’s finished product. These
three benchmarks meet most of the engineering specification targets for SunSation’s Solar
Powered Picnic Table.
SunBolt’s solar table is smaller than many of the other benchmarks, as well as the target for
SunSation. Based on its dimensions, this table would likely sit four people comfortably. SunBolt’s
table does have the most charging stations available, with six outlets and five USB ports. SunBolt
also offers LED lighting and sufficient shade. However, SunBolt does not incorporate a solar
tracking feature. The price is midrange, at $9700. Figure 5 below shows an image of this table
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Figure 5: SunBolt Campus XL Table

Yosemite’s table is larger than SunBolt’s; it can comfortably seat six people, with 21 square feet
of table space. Its energy production and battery capacity are the lowest of the three benchmarks,
but it still has two outlets, six USB ports, and LED lighting capability. One upside to this table is
its low price, for sale at only $7400. Yosemite’s table does not provide solar tracking, which could
allow for a significant increase in daily solar energy harvested. See Figure 6 below for an image
of the Yosemite solar table.

Figure 6: Yosemite Table

SolarZone has many additional features and is grander than the other benchmark tables. It is
significantly larger, with the capacity to fit eight people comfortably. The table is 4 ft2 larger than
Yosemite and 10 ft2 larger than SunBolt. It also produces and stores nearly double the amount of
energy than the other tables. With this energy, four outlets and four USB ports are available for
device use and LED lighting illuminates the table. The most significant downside to this table is
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its high cost. For sale at $17,350, SolarZone is more than twice as expensive than the other
benchmarks. Furthermore, like the other tables, SolarZone does not incorporate the solar tracking
feature. The final weakness of this table, that is unique to this design, is the transparency of its
solar panels, leading to less shade for its users. See Figure 7 below for an image of SolarZone’s
solar table.

Figure 7: SolarZone Table

In the analysis of these competitors, it is important to consider how SunSation's Solar Powered
Picnic Table compares and where it fits in. Many features and some design elements of SunBolt,
Yosemite, and SolarZone are included in the finished product. However, many unique elements
(such as solar tracking) are also incorporated, and both the high-level and low-level design differ.

Safety Considerations
One safety concern with the picnic table is the tipping of the solar panels throughout the day hitting
the people walking in the area. To avoid this, the solar panels are mounted at a height that allow
for sufficient head room while sitting or standing at the table. There is also a limit within the solar
tracking software so that the solar panels will not move past a certain point that would be low
enough for people to hit their head on the panels hanging overhead.
The biggest safety concern is the table tipping over from wind, as the solar panels are mounted up
high, and San Luis Obispo is known for being windy. Since the table cannot be bolted to the
ground, per sponsor request, the next best solution would be to make the table bottom heavy to
help prevent it from tipping over. There are several other options to increase safety factors, which
will be explored in later sections.
Another safety concern is the battery that is used with the table. Overcharging the battery can lead
to shorter battery life and, under extreme circumstances can even cause them to explode. The two
most common batteries used for solar power storage are lithium-ion batteries and lead acid
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batteries. Both are safe to use when installed properly but precautions are still taken. Software
could be implemented to stop charging once the battery reaches full capacity. The battery and
electronics are housed in a waterproof casing to protect them from outside elements.
See Appendix C: Hazard Identification Checklist for a comprehensive list of possible hazards
relating to this product.

External Constraints
External constraints that come with designing and creating the solar table are largely related the
amount of power being produced by the two SunPower E20-435-COM panels provided. SunSation
will need to account for how much power the panels will produce each day, so the collected energy
can power the solar tracking, while still holding enough energy to be able to power the lighting,
data output, and USB charging. The battery used in the design is a 12 Volt 100 Amp-hour
Absorbed Glass Mat (AGM) battery. Based on the benchmark solar tables, the average efficiency
of the batteries is documented at 80%. The battery will possibly not be able to hold all the energy
produced by the solar panels each day. This will likely become an external constraint. SunSation
will need to distribute the stored power in the battery for powering the electronics on the table.
The largest external constraints are the unpredictability of the weather and the geography of the
product destination. While San Luis Obispo does have 82 more sunny days per year than average
city in the United States, 14 there will be days or even weeks without sun. Because the Solar Table
is powered by the sun, this becomes a problem. Furthermore, the surrounding buildings and trees
in the Electrical Engineering courtyard block parts of the horizon from the solar panels,
diminishing the amount of potential sunlight to be collected.
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Chapter 3: Design Development
Concept Generation and Progression
SunSation went through multiple processes of generating concepts for the Solar Table. First,
engineering peers displayed ideas on a board for SunSation to take into consideration when mass
prototyping for the Solar Table. From the ideas the students gave us, SunSation created a Morph
chart with both realistic and creative ideas. The top ranked priority categories were providing
seating, providing shade, providing workspace, and utilizing solar. See Table 2 below for the
original Morph chart, all ideas included.
Table 2: Original Morph Chart

1

Provide Seating

Chairs

Bench

Bean Bag

Floor

1

Provide Shade

Umbrella

Solar Panels

Tarp

EZ up

Table

Floor

Chair foldaway

Desks

1 Provide Workspace
1
2
3

Utilize Solar
Solar Tracking
Data Acquisition

3

Lighting

4
4
5

Music
Cooling
Cup Holders

6

Sun Dial

7

Charging

Solar Panels
Light sensor
Heat based
Time based
Website Screen on Table Power in/out
(From
QR Code)
Strobe lights
LED Strips
Spotlights

Tree
Stumps
Small Shed

Hammock

Single axis
Use of
features

Dual axis

Light
Under
Table Area
Xylophone Steel Pan

Motion
Activated

API
History
of data
Table
Light Up

Wind Chimes
Speakers
Bells
Fans
Misters
Branch
InEdge of table
from solar/ table integration
umbrella base
Classic sun
Digital
3D printed
dial
Solar Power Stationary bike AC/DC power Lightning rods

Tree

Hand
Crank

At this point, SunSation went into a period of mass prototyping, where the team brought as many
of the ideas from the board into real life. Using LEGOs and foam board, SunSation was able to
create twenty different prototypes. These ideas ranged from treehouse picnic tables to tables with
barbecues and speakers. The goal here was to try out the most ambitious and creative ideas, without
holding back. Figures 8 and 9 below display a few of these prototypes.
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Figure 8: Mass Prototyping 1/2

Figure 9: Mass Prototyping 2/2

SunSation analyzed each option that was provided by classmates, as well as prototype designs,
and eliminated the ideas that would not be feasible for the scope of this project or that did not meet
customer requirements. Doing so helped narrow down to a handful of concepts for each category.
See the revised Morph chart, Table 3, for ideas remaining after eliminating unrealistic concepts.
Table 3: Revised Morph Chart

1

Provide Seating

1
Provide Shade
1 Provide Workspace
1
2
3

Utilize Solar
Solar Tracking
Data Acquisition

3

Lighting

4
4
5

Music
Cooling
Cup Holders

6

Sun Dial

7

Charging

Chairs
Umbrella
Table

Bench

Bean Bag

Solar Panels
Tarp
Floor
Chair foldaway

Solar Panels
Light sensor
Heat based
Time based
Website (From Screen on Table Power in/out
QR Code)
Strobe lights
LED Strips
Spotlights

Wind Chimes
Speakers
Bells
Fans
Misters
Branch
InEdge of table
from solar/ table integration
umbrella base
Classic sun dial
Digital
3D printed
Solar Power

Floor
EZ up
Desks

Tree
Stumps
Small Shed

API
History
of data
Table
Light Up

Single axis
Use of
features
Light
Under Table
Area
Xylophone Steel Pan

Hammock
Tree

Dual axis
Motion
Activated

Stationary bike AC/DC power Lightning rods Hand Crank

After eliminating the less feasible solutions, each member of SunSation created a Pugh Matrix
based on a specific aspect of the solar table to figure out the best solution. The Pugh Matrix took
multiple concepts and criteria, set a datum concept, then ranked the other remaining concepts based
on that datum by “better than,” “same as,” or “worse than.” The first of these was the overall table
shape with the criteria of easy to make, seats six people, overall workspace, seat space, and ability
to move with a pallet jack. Based on the criteria, the datum of a rectangular table was selected to
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move forward to conceptual design. Because of the simplicity of table shape, ideas from the other
concepts cannot be combined in this case. See Table 4 below.
Table 4: Table Shape Pugh Matrix

Another aspect of the Solar table analyzed in a Pugh Matrix was the column support system for
the solar panels, as seen in Table 5. The criteria consisted of stability, cost, table space, aesthetics,
and inconvenience. Although the center column concept was the datum, the two columns 1/3 from
the sides option ended up providing more positives. At this point, the selected idea and all
prototypes, CAD, pricing, and so on, reflect the idea of two columns 1/3 from the sides.
Table 5: Column Support Pugh Matrix

The solar tracking design of the Solar Table was broken into the following criteria: headroom,
cost, reliability, effectiveness, and stability. After analysis, single axis solar tracking was selected
at the best method to move forward with. See Table 6 for each of the solar tracking concepts and
how their criteria ranked.
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Table 6: Solar Tracking Pugh Matrix

The final system of the Solar Table that was analyzed with a Pugh matrix was data display, with
the criteria of ease of use by customer, ease of finding website/info, ability to display large amounts
of data, ease of use by developer, security of design, and space consumption minimized. The best
concept in this case was the QR code to website option. See the Table 7 below.
Table 7: Data Display Pugh Matrix
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Conceptual Design
After the concept generation and selection process, SunSation created a conceptual prototype
based on the best concepts from each Pugh Matrix. Figure 10 meets each engineering specification
and customer requirement. The LEGO prototype is made to scale at 1:7.2.

Figure 10: Conceptual LEGO Prototype

The final concept presents a rectangular picnic table with single axis solar tracking, two support
columns, LED lighting, fans for cooling, and QR code accessible data analysis.
The software required for this project will fall into three categories: solar tracking, features, and
data. All software will be run through the Raspberry Pi 4b. The single axis solar tracking will use
a Real Time Clock in conjunction with available data on sun angle given time, date, and location.
Energy control, a subcategory of solar tracking, refers to collecting the solar energy from the solar
panels, storing it in the battery, and knowing where and how to use it correctly. In this conceptual
design, the features of this table include LED lighting and fans. The software here will control
when to turn these features on and off; the LEDs will be turned on based on a light sensor when
the surrounding area reaches a certain level of darkness. Both the LEDs and the fan can be turned
on and off by users of the table via the project website. The project website, as mentioned
previously, can be reached through the QR code on the table. This website will not only allow for
control over the LED lighting and fan features but will also display several interesting data
graphics of the table. The data portion of the software design includes data collection, analysis,
and presentation. Some of the figures that may be available on the website are solar energy
collection by time of day, energy usage, number of users, etc.
The LEGO concept was redesigned in Fusion 360, seen in Figure 11. It was designed to fit the
dimensions of a common pallet jack,15 as the Cal Poly pallet jack dimensions were not known at
this time.
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Figure 11: Conceptual Design in Fusion 360

The tabletop is 6ft by 3ft, giving a table area of 18 ft2. Bench height and table height are 17 and 32
inches from the ground, respectively. The lowest point of the solar panels is nearly 7.5 ft, giving
ample headroom. When the table needs to be moved, the pallet jack will be maneuvered to one
end of the table, and the forks will lift the beams that connect the benches to the table. With these
dimensions and features, all engineering specifications are met with this design, out of those specs
that can be met at this point.
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Detailed Design (Revision 1)
As SunSation moved into the critical design phase, many of these concepts and dimensions were
revised, but the general framework and outline remained the same. See Figures 12, 13, and 14 for
different angles of the product.

Figure 12: Critical Design Rev 1 Pic 1/3

Figure 13: Critical Design Rev 1 Pic 2/3

Figure 14: Critical Design Rev 1 Pic 3/3

This design can be broken into three subassemblies: the picnic table (Figure 15), the supporting
frame (Figure 16), and the solar tracking HAT (Figure 17). The table would be made from a
purchased picnic table frame with purchased aluminum planks. A steel frame for the structure
would be manufactured by waterjet cutting and welding, with the intention of this frame supporting
the structure, allowing movement by Cal Poly pallet jack, 16 weighing down the table, and housing
electronics. Finally, the solar tracking HAT would be a clock-able attachment to the center column
that fixes the panels at their appropriate angles and allows the panels to track the sun from East to
West throughout the day.
The Picnic Table Subassembly meets all the
dimensional engineering specifications that are
related to the table. This includes supported weight,
max individual weight, table area, bench length, table
height, and bench height. The manufacturing of this
subassembly would be simple and straightforward,
as is the intention of the manufacturers of the
frame.17
Figure 15: Picnic Table Subassembly
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The Supporting Frame Subassembly would be completely
comprised of steel and would be manufactured by waterjet
cutting and welding. The center column stands 9 feet 9.4 inches,
allowing the specification of minimum height clearance (6 feet 4
inches) to be met. The steel box at the base of the support frame
holds ~1000 pounds of steel, weighing down the structure to
withstand the wind load. As seen in the C-Channels underneath
the box, the frame would allow the table to be “moderately
portable” by a Cal Poly specific pallet jack. The ends of the IBeams would be welded to the frame of the picnic table to help
the final
Figure 16: Supporting Frame Subassembly

The Solar Tracking HAT Subassembly is how the solar
panels are attached to the center column. It would be
bolted into place on the column but able to be clocked
90° if the table were moved to a new location in the
future. The panels would be fixed exactly 45° relative to
product move in one piece.
the table (if viewed from above). This would allow the
panels to be only 9° off from due South when the product
is placed in the Electrical Engineering courtyard. The
panels would also be fixed 30° up from horizontal, as this
optimizes solar collection given Cal Poly’s location in
Figure 17: Solar Tracking HAT Subassembly
San Luis Obispo. A solar panel frame attaches the solar
panels to the structure, and a linear actuator allows the panels to track the sun ±30° throughout the
day. Using a Real Time Clock (RTC) and sun rise/ sun set data, the panels would tilt 30° East at
the start of the day, follow the sun to remain as close to perpendicular as possible during the day,
and end tilted 30° West at the end of the day.
Many Notable Design Issues came up throughout the completion of this critical design.
1. The total cost of the design came out to be well above budget, largely due to the amount of
steel needed for the frame (specifically, the ~1000 pounds of steel needed to weigh down
the structure.) This was even after taking the additional $1600 budget into account.
a. SunSation was also anticipating waterjet cutting to be free through Cal Poly.
However, after further investigation into this process, they found that while small
cuts are free, the amount they would be cutting would cost around $400. Already
above budget, waterjet cutting would not be realistic for manufacturing.
2. Despite using ~1000 pounds of steel to support the wind loads, the safety factor remained
lower than the team is comfortable with, especially given the gravity of damage the product
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could do. SunSation investigated cheaper alternatives to steel, but concrete or sand would
be too bulky and decreased leg room under the table significantly. They also considered
lowering the solar panel angles from 30° to 20°, so that the panels would not be quite as
high, and less weight would be needed. Furthermore, SunSation discussed widening the
frame of the table, to increase the moment arm. However, even after taking all these
revisions into consideration, the design still was unstable and over budget.
3. The picnic table does not allow for wheelchair usability. This limits inclusivity of the
product. In order to make the table ADA compliant, the frame would have to be moved in
several inches, and this would decrease stability of the table.
4. Team SunSation received feedback that the picnic table was not quite as interesting as
anticipated. The final product should be eye catching, and the current design is not.
5. Team SunSation received feedback that the angle of the panels relative to the table was not
aesthetic, as they would be angled with the intention of optimizing solar collection, not to
please the eye.
After considering all these notable issues, Team SunSation decided that, despite all the work that
went into this detailed design, Rev 1 of this product was no longer a realistic endeavor. Working
around these problems would be more difficult, time consuming, and expensive than starting from
scratch.
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Chapter 4: Final Design
High Level Design Description
After reviewing the known issues with the Detailed Design Revision 1, SunSation decided to move
away from a partially pre-made picnic table and toward a customized, heavier table. Though, this
decision will increase the amount of time and labor required by the team, it solves every other
problem of Revision 1. None of the electronic or software design changed in Revision 2, but the
picnic table and supporting frame structures are completely new. See Figures 18 and 19 for the
new, improved, and finalized detailed design for this product.

Figure 18: Final Design Overview 1/2

Figure 19: Final Design Overview 2/2

Using a new hexagonal shape for the picnic table with one open side allows for wheelchair
accessibility. Furthermore, the table and all its benches are now made from concrete with a steel
frame. These materials decrease the anticipated table budget significantly, allowing for the
remaining amount to be used toward higher quality electronics. The table's symmetrical shape
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combined with its heavier material solves the issue of resisting high wind loads. Finally, the unique
table design is notably more intriguing and eye catching than the previous rectangular table.
Rather than breaking the product into three complex subassemblies, as seen in Rev 1, this final
product can be broken into thirteen components/ simple subassemblies. See Figure 20 for a labeled
graphic of these subassemblies and Table 8 for the names and brief description of each.

Figure 20: Exploded View CAD Drawing

Table 8: Exploded View CAD Drawing Descriptions

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Name
Solar Panels
Panels Frame
Linear Actuator
Center Column
LED Flood Lights
Features Control Box
Tabletop
Benches

Quantity
2
1
1
1
4
1
1
5

Brief Description
SunPower E20-435-COM
Manufactured from Strut Steel
Feedback Heavy Duty Linear Actuator
6 x 6 inch, 10-foot column
Nilight 18W Flood LED Light Bars
Waterproof Box with Charging and Button for LEDs
Manufactured from Concrete and C-Channel Steel
Manufactured from Concrete and C-Channel Steel
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9
10
11
12
13

Lifting C-Channels
Electronics Box
Battery
Charge Controller
Electronics Box Lid

2
1
1
1
1

C-Channels to lift product with Pallet Jack
15 x 11 x 16 inch box to hold electronics
LiFePo Battery 12 Volt 100 Ah
80 Amp MPPT Solar Charge Controller 12 V
Lid opens outwards; bolted shut for tamper resistance

The following, Figure 21, is a scaled overhead view of the Electrical Engineering courtyard and
some of its surrounding area. Everything seen, including the table, is to scale. While this may not
be the exact final location of the product, this graphic helps get a sense of how the table will fit
into the space. The orange rectangle near the top of the graphic is a planter, and the small brown
rectangles around the perimeter are power boxes with outlets. The yellow section at the bottom is
Building 20, Engineering East, and the green section to the right is the fenced off back area of the
courtyard.

Figure 21: Overhead View EE Courtyard

As seen in Figure 21, the courtyard is angled 36° East of South. Because of the table’s hexagonal
shape, the panels face 30° East of South to stay parallel to the edge of the table. The other fixed
angle of 30° up from horizontal and tracking movement of ± 30° remained consistent from the
Detailed Design Rev 1.
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Detailed Design: Mechanical
For detailed drawings of each manufacturable component, see Appendix D.
Electronics Box, C-Channel, and Center Column
To protect the product’s electronics, a waterproof steel box was
made. The housing box for the table's electronics is welded to the CChannel that is at the base of the table. The box has dimensions of
15 x 11 x 16 inches (surface area of 8.06 ft2; volume of 1.53 ft3). It
houses the table's Raspberry Pi, battery, as well as charge controller.
The c-channels allow for the table to be moved with a pallet jack.
The dimensions of the c-channel match up with those of the pallet
jack that will be used to move the table. The c-channels are raised 4
inches for the pallet jack to slide underneath; they extend to a depth
of 36 inches; and the width of each is 7.5 inches with 7 inches
separation. The center column stands 10 feet tall. This column is
what supports the solar panel structure that is overhead the table. The
center column also has a plate to help support the concrete tabletop
that will be centered around the column. The top of the column is
cut at a 30° angle from the horizontal to keep the solar panel tracking
assembly at a fixed angle facing the sun to the south. See Figure 22
for these a graphic of these components.
Figure 22: Mechanical Subassembly 1

Table and Benches
The table and benches are made of
concrete and have steel c-channel
surrounding the edges. This c-channel that
sits along the edges of the concrete helps
to protect the concrete from the wear of
objects bumping into the table and to help
with the molding processes. They also
serve as a way of mounting the seat
supports to the benches using welding.
These c-channels have a 2-inch web with a
Figure 23: Mechanical Subassembly 2
1-inch leg. The bench frame is made up of
2-inch pipe with an angle bracket at the end to mount to the benches. The angle brackets are welded
to the c-channel that surrounds the bench. This helps ensure that the concrete does not crack, as
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the alternative would be bolting the benches to the angled brackets. Furthermore, Finite Element
Analysis (FEA) was performed on benches and tables to ensure specifications were met and system
is sound.
In Fusion 360, all concrete was simulated with a strength of 3000 PSI, (this is conservative, as
high strength concrete is generally 5000 PSI) and without reinforcing hardwire. Over thirty
different simulations were run testing different load cases. Figures 24 and 25 show two of these
simulations. The first, Figure 24, shows one of the benches with loading in three axes, and the
second, Figure 25, shows the tabletop under gravity and a 5000 lb. load only on the outmost rim.

Figure 24: FEA Example 1/2

Figure 25: FEA Example 2/2

All FEA tests were passes with factors of safety above 1.5 on the most extreme tests and above
8.5 on all realistic tests. This analysis gave the team confidence that the design will be successful
after manufacturing, which it continues to prove to be.
Each of the five benches is 36 inches in length on the outside of the bench, with 5-inch 45°
chamfers on the inside. This is to allow for more space for users to get in and out of the table, with
11 inches being the minimum separation between benches. The open end of the table allows for
wheelchair usability and accessibility. In the case there are no wheelchair users at a given time,
most standard chairs is able to fill in that open space to allow for additional users at the table. This
system can be seen in Figure 23.
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Solar Tracking
Single axis solar tracking is used
on the table, as pictured in Figure
26. A steel plate is welded to the
top of the table's center column to
support the tracking structure. To
create an axis of rotation, two 1inch diameter pillow blocks will
be used. The pillow blocks are
bolted to the center column's top
plate, and a steel pipe runs
through them. The steel pipe has a
steel tube welded to it, to act as a
mounting point for the solar panel
support rails. The support rails are
Figure 26: Mechanical Subassembly 3
1.5” steel strut. The steel struts are
made from 12Ga steel, and are zinc coated. The three struts are attached together by a 2” C channel
that runs the length of the panels. This C channel has tabs that are welded onto the 1” axle. To
rotate the panels, a linear actuator is used. The base of the linear actuator is mounted one foot down
from the top of the center column, while the other end is fixed to the solar panel support rails two
feet out. This allows the panels to be rotated from East to West.
Detailed Design: Electrical

Figure 27: Electrical Schematic
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The solar panels are connected in series, and power is routed through a 20A breaker (CB1 in Figure
27) before being connected to the charge controller (U3). The charge controller sends power to
and from the 12V 100Ah LiFePo battery (BT1) through a 100A fuse (F1). The charge controller
prevents overcharging of the battery and cuts power to the load if the battery voltage falls below a
set value. The charge controller delivers 12V power to the buck converter (U4), LEDs (D2), motor
driver (U5), and USB type A charger ports (U7). The buck converter delivers 5V power to the
Raspberry Pi (U2). The LEDs have a MOSFET (Q1) on their low side, and a MOSFET driver (U6)
allows the Raspberry Pi to efficiently turn on and off the MOSFET. The driver is needed because
the Pi only outputs 3.3V and this is not enough to fully turn on the MOSFET. The linear actuator
(M1) is controlled by the Pi via a H-bridge motor driver (U5). The Raspberry Pi has an I2C
communication interface with the real time clock (U8) and an SPI interface with the analog to
digital converter (U1). The button will be a digital input that is low when the button is pressed.
The RGB LED (D1) will be used to check the status of the Pi and allow for easier diagnosis and
debugging. This LED will not be visible to the public and will be mounted inside the electronics
box. The ADC allows the Pi to measure two analog signals: feedback from the linear actuator, and
battery voltage (through a voltage divider). The real time clock allows for accurate time keeping
for multiple years.

Detailed Design: Software
Software Management
The software for this product is hosted on a Raspberry Pi 4b (4 GB). There are three high level
categories that the software and its related hardware will fall into: Solar Tracking, Features, and
Website. See Figure 28 below for a visual graphic of these categories.

Figure 28: Raspberry Pi Software Categories
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Solar Tracking
The first category, solar tracking, will have all the software to run the single axis solar tracking
mechanism each day and to manage the Real Time Clock (RTC), linear actuator, and actuator
feedback (potentiometer). The RTC will get an accurate time without needing internet or power,
and when used in conjunction with a dataset on sunrise and sunset times each day in San Luis
Obispo, solar tracking should be close to accurate. Assuming a constant rate of motion through the
sky in each day, the panels will start and end each day at their maximum locations of + 30° East
in the morning and - 30° West in the evening. The linear actuator extends and retracts as needed
to move the panels to their optimal location. A potentiometer in the linear actuator provides
feedback as to the accuracy of actuator’s location. The panels move every 10 minutes throughout
the day. After sunset each night, the panels reset at neutral (0°) until the following morning, when
they move to + 30° and begin their day.
Product Features
In the features category, the software controls the LED flood light, the button for the LEDs, the
Raspberry Pi’s status LED, and the USB charging. The LED on/ off button will be user controlled,
for the Cal Poly community to turn on and off the four LED flood lights that illuminate the table.
These lights will automatically turn off after one hour, with the intention of preventing power
drainage overnight. In the case someone is still using the lights, they would be able to turn them
on again by pressing the button. The status LED is an internal LED for the Raspberry Pi, so
SunSation knows that the Pi is working and powered correctly. No users will be able to see this
light when the product is finished. Finally, the USB charging is also managed in this category.
Current will not flow to the USB charging ports if there is not sufficient charge in the 12V battery.
This is defined based on what may be considered damaging levels to the battery.
Websites
Finally, there are two websites associated with the product. The first is the site hosted through the
Raspberry Pi. This site can be accessed through the product’s Wi-Fi, called “SolarPicnicTable”.
The password to connect is “1234567890”. Once connected, the user opens a new web page and
types in “192.168.0.10:8050” as the web address. This will pull up a site with simple power usage
over time data analytics, such as seen in Figure 29 below. This graph displays the power consumed
by the table and its features, rather than the power produced by the panels, as the team found this
data to be more interesting.
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Figure 29: Power Consumption Over Time Website

As an explanation of what the different spikes on the graph mean, see Figure 30 below. The first
large block of raised power consumption is when the table’s LEDs are on. As seen in the picture,
all four LEDs use under 70 W. After the LEDs were turned off, a mobile device was plugged into
the USB outlets. This was found to increase power usage by about 5 W. Near the end of the graph,
one can see the slight drop when the phone was unplugged. Furthermore, there is a small spike in
the middle of the graph that denotes a time when the actuator was moving as the power was
recorded.

Figure 30: Power Consumption Over Time Website – Annotated

This site can only be accessed from the table’s Wi-Fi. The second website, however, is a static,
global site, that can be accessed from anywhere. This website, hosted on Weebly, can be accessed
through the URL https://solarpicnictable.weebly.com/. Two QR codes with this URL were 3D
printed and attached to the center column of the table. This website hosts information on six pages:
About, Instructions, Map to Product, Portfolio, FAQ, and Contact. The first page, ‘About’,
discusses basic information about the product, project, team. It also hosts a brief
acknowledgements section, to thank the people who made this project possible. The second page,
‘Instructions’, includes instructions and explanations on how to use the LED features, flood lights,
and how to access the power usage website. The ‘Map to Product’ page only displays a map of
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Cal Poly with a pin dropped on the product’s location. This is for people who may not be near the
table but are interested in finding it. Next, the ‘Portfolio’ page included several images of CAD
and manufacturing processes, to help give some scope to how this product came to be. Arguably
the most important page is the ‘FAQ’ page, as this page aims to answer any questions users may
have when they use the table. These specific questions are included in Appendix E. Finally, the
‘Contact’ page is for any questions or concerns relating to the product, so people can reach out as
needed.

Engineering Specifications: Confirmation
The highest priority of this design is meeting all engineering specifications and exceeding all
customer requirements. Each of the eleven engineering specifications is met with this design.
1. Supported weight; 1500 pound minimum
a. The table design can support more than 5000 lb with a safety factor of 8.5. This
meets the engineering specification of supporting a combined weight of 1500
pounds of people sitting at the table.
2. Max individual weight; 350 pound minimum
a. The maximum weight that each bench on the table can support is 1000 pounds, with
a safety factor of 8.5. This exceeds the specification of supporting a maximum of
350 lb.
3. Standing clearance; 6’ 4” minimum
a. The height of the center column is designed to be 10 feet. This allows for the lowest
point of the solar panels to be 7' 4" at their steepest tilt throughout the day. This
exceeds the engineering specification of the table having an overhead clearance of
6' 4". See Appendix F for the calculations to reach this column height.
4. Total product weight; under 5500 pounds
a. The total weight of the table is approximately 1800 pounds (± 200 pounds). This
weight is well within the weight engineering specification that allows the table to
be moved with Cal Poly's pallet jack. This weight also allows for the table to
withstand high wind loads without tipping over.
5. Price; under $4000
a. After all components, materials, tools, and supplies were purchased for this product,
the total came out to $3668.89, leaving around $331 of the budget remaining.
0. Battery capacity; 1000 Wh ± 200 Wh
a. The calculated battery capacity for the selected battery comes out to 1200 Wh,
which is on the higher end of the tolerance. However, assuming an 80% depth of
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discharge (realistic assumption for extended life of the LiFePo battery), the usable
capacity is around 1000 Wh. See Appendix F for these calculations.
1. Daily energy production; 2750 Wh minimum
a. Based on calculations, the expected daily energy production is 2749.2 Wh. The
actual value of daily production will not be available until testing is done on solar
collection. See Appendix F for these calculations. Based on testing, more than 4000
Wh of energy production can be expected daily.
2. Table area; 18 square feet minimum
a. The total area of the tabletop is 23.1 ft2. This exceeds the minimum area
specification of 18 ft2. This allows for approximately 3.8 ft2 of individual
workspace for each of the six people sitting at the table at one time.
3. Seat height; 17 inches ± 2 inches
a. The benches were designed to be raised exactly 17 inches from the ground to the
top of the bench. This allows for sufficient leg room and comfortably seats users of
most heights.
4. Table height; 30 inches ± 2 inches
a. The height of the tabletop is 28 in from the ground. This falls within the low side
of the engineering specification tolerances on table height. This should not present
problems for comfort or usability.
5. Total bench length; 120 inches minimum
a. The length of each bench on the table is 36 inches. With a total of five benches on
the table, the total bench length sums to 180 inches. This exceeds the minimum
bench length of 120 inches defined in the engineering specifications.
Table 9: Engineering Specifications: Confirmed

Spec #

Description

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Supported Weight
Max Individual Weight
Standing Clearance
Total Product Weight
Total Cost
Battery Capacity
Daily Production
Table Area
Seat Height
Table Height
Total Bench Length

Requirement/
Target
1500 lbs
350 lbs
6 ft 4 in
5,500 lbs
$4,000
1,000 Wh
2,750 Wh
18 ft2
17 in
30 in
120 in

Tolerance
Min
Min
Min
Max
Max
± 200 Wh
Min
Min
± 2 in
± 2 in
Min

Design
Confirmation
5000 lbs
1000 lbs
7 ft 4 in
1,800 lbs
$3,668.89
1,152.3 Wh
> 4000 Wh
23.1 ft2
17 in
28 in
180 in

Difference
+ 3500 lbs
+ 650 lbs
+ 7.9 in
- 3700 lbs
- $331.11
+152.3 Wh
+ 1250 Wh
+ 5.1 ft2
± 0 in
- 2 in
+ 60 in
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The “Difference” column of Table 9 is color coded to indicate the success level of this design’s
projected value relative to the specification. The green indicates that the specification exceeds
expectations, the white indicates that the specification hits the target exactly or misses by a
negligible amount, and the orange indicates that the specification is within tolerance but not at the
precise target.

Bill of Materials
Most of the materials seen in the Bill of Materials found in Table 10 were ordered through Amazon
because of its inexpensive and efficient delivery times. Some of the larger components, such as
the battery, linear actuator, and Raspberry Pi, were ordered through other sites, including Renogy,
Progressive Automations, and Zymbit, respectively. These companies had quick lead times, and
the products were delivered shortly after ordering.
Table 10: Bill of Materials

Part name

Qty Unit Price

S&H

Tax

Total Price

Supplier

Steel*
C Channel
L Angle
2" Pipe
8" C Channel
6x6 Column
Sheet steel 1/8"
Sheet steel 1/2"

4
2
3
1
1
1
1

$38.42
$70.40
$116.64
$206.00
$229.00
$155.00
$72.00

$$$$$$$-

$3.36
$6.16
$10.21
$18.03
$20.04
$13.56
$6.30

$157.04
$146.96
$360.13
$224.03
$249.04
$168.56
$78.30

B&B Steel
B&B Steel
B&B Steel
B&B Steel
B&B Steel
B&B Steel
B&B Steel

Tracking
Solar Panels
1" Pillow Blocks
3X Cross Members
Solar Panel Clips End
Solar Panel Clips Center
Linear Actuator
1" Axle

2
2
3
2
1
1
1

$$12.69
$32.27
$23.00
$10.88
$354.00
$14.13

$$8.70
$$$$12.05
$7.99

$$1.84
$8.47
$$$$1.02

$$35.92
$105.28
$46.00
$10.88
$366.05
$23.14

Donated
McMaster-Carr
Home Depot
SolarFlexion
SolarFlexion

Electrical
Battery 12V 100Ah LiFe
Charge Controller
12-gauge wire for panels
4-gauge wire for battery
100A fuse
20A Breaker

1
1
1
4
1
1

$549.99
$278.00
$29.98
$$10.99
$15.98

$$$$$$-

$39.87
$19.15
$10.01
$$$-

$589.86
$283.25
$39.99
$$10.99
$15.98

Progressive Automations

OnlineMetals

Renogy
AMPINVT
BNTECHGO
Donated
InstallGear
CHTAIXI
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Electronics
Raspberry Pi**
Raspberry Pi Cooler
Wi-Fi Antenna
Wi-Fi SMA Extender
CR1220 Battery
DS3231 RTC
ADC
12V to 5V converter
Old Motor Driver
New Motor Driver
Button
USB ports
Lights

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2

$85.00
$15.99
$13.39
$10.99
$4.97
$13.95
$2.34
$9.99
$8.11
$10.99
$9.99
$17.49
$29.99

$12.73
$$$$$11.17
$4.99
$$4.99
$$$$-

$$1.16
$0.96
$1.88
$$1.01
$0.17
$$0.59
$0.80
$$$-

$97.73
$17.15
$14.35
$12.87
$4.97
$26.13
$7.50
$9.99
$13.69
$11.79
$9.99
$17.49
$59.98

Zymbit
Pibiger
EDUP HOME
BINGFU
CELEWELL
Adafruit
Digikey
DROK
CircuitSpecialists
HiLetGo
APIELE
Qidoe
Nilight

Miscellaneous***
AirVol Block Concrete
Home Depot

3
5

$$-

$$-

$$-

$77.14
$376.73

AirVol Block
Home Depot

Total Price

$3,668.89

* The steel was ordered through a local company, called B & B Steel & Supply. They provide
discount for Cal Poly student projects and deliver for free to Cal Poly, so this was a good deal for
the steel supply needed for the project.
** Because Raspberry Pis are in such short supply right now, the team used an internal resource
to get a Raspberry Pi at a reasonable price.
*** The items purchased in person at AirVol and Home Depot or donated by group members
include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rust-oleum paint & paint brushes
Cement, sand, hardwire mesh for concrete
Concrete Filler (Caulking)
Concrete Sealant
Caulking Gun
Hardware for box lid, tracking bearings, and solar frame
Linear Actuator Mounting Brackets
Rubber Weather Stripping
Angle Iron Anchor Hardware
Heat shrink for solar panel wiring
Linear Actuator Wire Extension
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Material and Component Selection
Steel
When selecting steel, SunSation had to consider many different components for the whole system.
The first component is the base of the table itself; within this component will be the 2"x1/8" thick
steel pipes. These are used for all the legs of the table and benches. In the previous model, there
were only 4 supporting legs, but in the new model, there are 10 supporting 2" pipe legs. The reason
for this is because it adds extra support for users and weight for wind loads. Following the steel
legs, SunSation will purchase 2"x1" steel C-Channel. This will be used to line the outside of the
concrete slabs to add extra support in case the concrete were to crack. It also helped with the casting
process by providing a frame for the tabletop and benches. 2.5"x1.5" L-angle iron is purchased to
weld the legs of the table onto the C-Channel of the benches. 8"x13.75” C-Channel will be
obtained to ensure the table is portable by pallet jack, as these two C-Channels will sit under the
electronics box as well as welded onto the 6"x6" center column that will be 10' high. The center
column will be 10' high to ensure a minimum overhead clearance of 6'4" when solar panels are
fully tilted in one direction. This also aided in the manufacturing process, as the column will be
purchased at a 10’ length. Finally, the last component of steel will be a 3'x4'x1/8" steel plate. This
plate was manufactured into the electronics box that sits under the tabletop and houses the battery,
charge controller, Raspberry Pi, and wiring.
Concrete
While selecting the concrete for the tabletop and benches, team SunSation sought out help from
Dr. Jansen in the Civil Engineering Department. Team SunSation selected a white cement for a
lighter and more aesthetic finish for the tabletop and benches. This also allowed for a cooler
tabletop to help keep the overall temperature of the table low. Since the concrete is only 2" thick,
a clean washed white sand was used as aggregate, rather than a thicker aggregate mixture. Within
the concrete mixture, two layers of galvanized hardwire mesh were placed within the 2" thick slabs
to ensure stability in case of cracking in the slab. All the concrete pieces were finished with 2-3
coats of concrete sealant. This helps to prevent weathering or erosion and aids in the speed of
concrete drying when it rains.
Battery
To meet the battery capacity specification of 1200
Whr, a 12 Volt, 100 Amp-hour battery is needed. Even
with these specific values, there are still several
features and qualities unique from one battery to the
next. In the case of this project, a weatherproof battery
is important. Furthermore, resistance to unregulated
temperatures is essential. The selected battery can
adapt to temperatures ranging from -4°F to 140°F,
which should be more than sufficient for the product’s

Figure 31: Renogy Battery
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location in San Luis Obispo. Another significant quality of this battery is that it is “deep cycle,”
indicating that its depth of discharge is somewhere between 80-100%, while the typical depth of
discharge is around 50%. SunSation selected Renogy’s 12 Volt 100 Ah LiFePo Battery (Figure
31) to store the energy of this system, as it met and exceeded all expectations and specifications,
and was recommended by the project sponsor.
Charge Controller
The solar charge controller was chosen based on power rating and
cost. In order to fully utilize the power produced by the panels the
charge controller needs to be rated for 870+ watts at 100V, and
output 80A at 12V. The controller chosen is rated for 1140W with
an input voltage of 150V. It outputs up to 80A and can be set to
charge a single 12V battery. The selected charge controller has over
and under voltage protection for the battery, and the maximum safe
charging current can be set based on battery specifications. The
charge controller also monitors and reports temperature, power
from solar cells, power delivered to load, and any faults. See Figure
32 to the right to visualize this product.

Figure 32: Charge Controller

Linear Actuator
Selecting the correct linear actuator was
an important, yet challenging task.
Potentiometer feedback was deemed a
significant feature of the actuator, but
this limited the weight and length
combination options for the actuator and
raised the cost. Furthermore, figuring out
the ideal length and stroke of the linear
actuator so that it can support the panels
and also hit its ± 30° angles proved to be
difficult. The chosen linear actuator,
Progressive Automations’ Feedback
Heavy Duty Linear Actuator (see Figure
Figure 33: Linear Actuator
33), is a 12V actuator with a 12-inch
stroke and potentiometer feedback. It can support forces up to 2000 pounds, which should be more
than sufficient for the anticipated wind loads. The fully retracted length of the actuator is 21.87
inches (1.822 feet), and the fully extended length of the actuator is 33.87 inches (2.823 feet). This
allows the actuator to hit all required angles.
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Raspberry Pi
To run the software needed for this product, SunSation
selected a Raspberry Pi 4B 4GB (Figure 34) to be the
microcontroller. Compared to Arduino, Raspberry Pi
can run faster, collect data, and operate as a server. The
website portion of this project would not be possible
with Arduino. Furthermore, Raspberry Pi uses Linux,
allowing the software to be written in Python. There is
also a good amount of open-source code available from
the Raspberry Pi community and team familiarity with
the product. Overall, the Raspberry Pi can manage all
software and functions needed at a low cost and with
Figure 34: Raspberry Pi 4B 4GB
relative simplicity. Specifically, the 4B 4GB was chosen
as it is the fastest and has the ports needed for this project, still at a relatively low cost.
Real Time Clock
The real time clock keeps time for the Raspberry Pi if the Pi loses internet
connection. While the Pi does have a crystal on board, it has an accuracy of
50 ppm, which could lose as much as half an hour per year, a significant
difference in solar energy collection. The DS3231 real time clock module
was chosen due to its 2 ppm accuracy. 2 ppm results in a maximum loss of
1 minute per year. The DS3231 also has its own battery back up which lasts
a minimum of 5 years, with the option to purchase an extreme temperature
resistant battery. See Figure 35 for an image of the RTC.

Figure 35: Real Time Clock

Wi-Fi Antenna
Because the Raspberry Pi is located within a steel box, the onboard Wi-Fi
module will be rendered useless. A USB Wi-Fi dongle (Figure 36) will be
used in conjunction with a SMA extension cable. The USB dongle body
will be plugged into the Raspberry Pi, and the antenna will be connected to
it through the SMA extension cable. The antenna is weather resistant and
mounted outside the column near the tracking mechanism. This keeps the
antenna safe from tampering, and it allows the Raspberry Pi to connect to
Wi-Fi.

Figure 36: Wi-Fi Antenna

Analog to Digital Converter
The linear actuator and battery voltage monitor both return analog signals.
Because Raspberry Pis can only read digital signals, an ADC is needed. The
MSP3002 was chosen because it is an inexpensive dual channel ADC with
10-bit resolution. The analog to digital converter is seen in Figure 37.

Figure 37: ADC
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LED Flood Lights
The LEDs used are 12V automotive lights, as pictured in Figure 38. They are
waterproof, have adjustable mounting, and are cost effective. There will be
four LEDs in total, one mounted on each side of the center column providing
optimum lighting for the students sitting at the table.
Figure 38: LED Flood Lights
Design for Environment
Team SunSation's Solar Powered Picnic Table can be considered sustainable in multiple ways,
with the most notable being “Design for Energy Efficiency.” This product was designed to be
energy efficient to reduce the impact of the use phase of the table. This solar table is self-sustaining,
using no other external power source needed for use of any features on the table. The only power
source is the two SunPower E20-435 solar panels provided by the Electrical Engineering
Department. The energy produced is used to power LED flood lights, USB charging ports, and
solar tracking feature. The use of LED light on the table rather than the standard incandescent light
bulbs is more energy efficient because LEDs produce the same amount of light as the incandescent
bulbs while using 75-80% less power.18 Using these specific LEDs, the energy saved will be able
to go toward the table’s other features, such as USB charging.
Through the single axis solar tracking, the panels will track the sun east to west throughout the
day. This will improve energy collection and efficiency by 25-35%, as discussed in the
Background. Being able to produce and collect more energy throughout the day allows for
prolonged usage of features on the table.
Another notable and relevant sustainability measure taken in the design of this product is “Design
for Recycling.” At the end of its life, most of the components and/ or subassemblies of the product
will be able to be reused and recycled. The solar panels, battery, charge controller, and other
electronic components would be able to be reused, depending on their state at the end of life. Based
on the material selection for the table and benches, the anticipated lifespan of the table will outlive
the solar energy system by about 40 years. With small manufacturing adjustments, the table and
benches can easily be refurbished as a regular picnic table, even possibly adding an umbrella.
Design for Safety
Overhead Clearance Considerations
One notable safety concern mentioned in the introduction was the overhead clearance from the
solar panels. To ensure that there is sufficient head room, the center column that holds the solar
panels was chosen to be 10 ft. The solar tracking system allows for panel rotation through ± 30°
from the neutral position. At the steepest incline on both sides of the spectrum, the lowest point of
the solar panels sits at 7' 4". Users will not have to duck their heads to avoid hitting the panels.
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Wind Load Considerations
Wind is one of the biggest concerns for the table as the panels sit around 10 feet up with a surface
area around 42 ft2, causing high resistance to the wind. Wind load calculations were done with the
solar panels sitting at their neutral position. For a 30-mph wind, a drag force of 63.79 lbf, and lift
force of 116.57 lbf was determined to be acting on the solar panels. These calculations (See
Appendix G) helped determine the minimum weight of the table to be able to withstand the loads
that act on it. At 30-mph, the table has a safety factor of 5.9. At 63-mph, the highest winds ever
recorded in San Luis Obispo, the table still has a safety factor of 1.3.19 See Appendix H for safety
factor calculations.
Battery Considerations
Initially the design included a 200Ah AGM battery. Since AGM batteries can give off hydrogen
gas, venting holes would be included in the electronics box. During the final review the sponsor
requested a LiFePo battery be used. Because of the increased cost of lithium batteries, the size was
decreased to 100Ah. The box that houses the battery helps to prevent the battery from being
punctured. To prevent the battery from being overloaded and other electronics on the table being
damaged, a 100A fuse will be used. Since electricity is a big component of the product, proper
grounding of the table is of concern. Per sponsor request, nothing from the table can be attached
to the ground. This prevents the table from having proper grounding. To make the table safer, a
charge controller will be used to safely bring the voltage of the table down to 12 volts.

Maintenance and Repair Considerations
Maintenance considerations for SunSation's solar powered picnic table can be divided into two
categories: short-term maintenance and long-term maintenance. Short-term maintenance consists
of actions that can be taken periodically throughout the span of a year to ensure that the table has
a long-lasting life. Long-term maintenance consists of components that might need to be repaired
after a few years.
Should maintenance need to be done on the electronics side, the box that houses the table's
electronics is semi-accessible. The box lives on the open side of the table so that it can be accessed
without being obstructed by the bench supports. The lid to the box faces outwards, so if removed,
the electronics inside can be accessed. However, to ensure the security of the electronics inside,
the box is bolted shut with sixteen screws. Therefore, it will require a decent amount of effort to
remove the screws and access the electronics. Software can be accessed using remote desktop from
any location, should the software need updating.
Short-Term Maintenance
The possibility of dirt and debris building up on the solar panels throughout the year is very likely.
The movement of the single-axis solar tracking system, as well as the environment’s weather
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should help combat the buildup of dirt on the panels. However, if the solar cells on the panels are
completely covered with dirt or dust, they can be cleaned. The panels can be accessed using a
ladder. The entire top solar panel assembly can be taken apart for maintenance, if something were
ever damaged.
Long-Term Maintenance
One of the long-term repairs that will need to be done on the table is replacing the battery. An
LiFePo battery has a typical lifespan of approximately 5-7 years. The battery will need to be
monitored during its years of usage and will eventually need to be changed after the battery begins
to hold less and less charge.
Memory cards that are heavily used are prone to wearing out more quickly than their projected
lifespan. The memory card on the Raspberry Pi might need to be replaced after years of use. To
combat this issue, the Raspberry Pi uses a long lifespan SD card.
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Chapter 5: Product Realization
Manufacturing Processes
Steel Manufacturing
All steel stock required cutting and welding. The tubes that connect the table to the benches were
cut and welded first. Ten U shaped assemblies had to be manufactured, and they were all cut with
an abrasive chop saw, and TIG welded together. The image below, Figure 39, shows a practice run
of the TIG welding process.

Figure 39: Practice TIG Welding

Some issues with fitment arose because the abrasive saw did not cut perpendicular and setting it
to 45 degrees was very difficult. This led to some large gaps that had to be filled, as shown in
Figure 40, but with 1/8” filler rod and careful heat management they were able to be welded
successfully.

Figure 40: Steel Tube Gap
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The bench frames were cut and welded next. They were also cut using an abrasive chop saw, and
TIG welded together. The bench legs were MIG welded to the bench tops after the bench tops had
been cast with concrete. Attaching the legs was difficult because they needed to be parallel to each
other, perpendicular to the bench top, and the table end of the legs needed to line up correctly with
the tabletop frame. At this point the bench tops weighed around 80 lbs. and positioning the bench
legs would have greatly benefitted from a jig if this project were to be mass produced. The bench
top and legs final assembly is shown in Figure 41.

Figure 41: Bench Top and Legs Assembly

Welding the outer table rim did pose some difficulty due to its size, and the inner rim had to be
MIG welded due to its thickness (1/4”). The ¼” sheet steel used for the electronics box was cut
using and angle grinder and plasma cutter. The size of the box was brought down from 22” to 15”
in one axis because of the change in battery size (sponsor changed from 200Ah AGM to a 100Ah
LiFePo). The box was fully TIG welded together, and the 16 screw holes were hand marked and
drilled out, with nuts tack welded to the box. The large 8” C channels were cut with a plasma torch,
and the electronics box was welded on top. Figure 42 shows this base frame assembly.
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Figure 42: Base Frame Assembly

Unfortunately, the ½” plate used for the tracking plate was too thick for the 40-amp plasma cutter
and had to be cut using an oxy-acetylene torch. The holes in the plate for the bearing block were
made on a drill press. All features in the column were cut out with the plasma torch, and the
tracking plate was MIG welded on top with 3 full passes to create a very strong fillet weld. The
tracking frame was assembled with MIG welds. All steel components once completed were moved
to the EE courtyard, primed and given two coasts of grey enamel paint. Figures 43 and 44 below
show pictures of the steel being primed and painted.

Figure 43: Primed Benches Before Painting

Figure 44: Painting Electronics Box

Concrete Manufacturing
In the process of casting the table and benches, a 1ft x 1ft test sample was casted to help determine
how to get the best possible surface finish for the concrete. Figure 45 below shows the test sample
casted. The concrete was cast on a thin sheet of hardboard to obtain a smooth surface finish. Three
different methods were tested to see what gave the best finish; one section had oil spread over it,
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another had saran wrap, and the last section had no alterations. The section with oil left yellow
dots on the concretes surface, which was undesirable. The section with saran wrap gave the
smoothest surface but was prone to creating uneven areas where the saran wrap folded during the
pouring of the concrete. The unaltered surface was determined to be the best option since it gave
the best surface finish without creating unwanted blemishes in the concrete.

Figure 45: Concrete Test Sample

One of the problems seen from casting the concrete test sample is the pour-over of concrete onto
the steel c-channel that surrounds the edges. To prevent this pour-over in the final casting of the
benches and table, steel plates were placed along the c-channel mold to help weigh it down, thus
preventing concrete from seeping under the steel mold (see Figure 48).
The concrete mix ratio was roughly two parts sand and one cement. The amount of water was more
visual/feel since humidity of packaged sand varies from between bags and days. Everything was
hand mixed with shovels. Two layers of steel hardwire mesh were laid down in the concrete to
provide structural support. The order of concrete material pouring is below:
•
•
•
•
•

One layer of concrete
One layer of hardwire mesh
A second layer of concrete
A second hardwire mesh layer
Final layer of concrete

During the casting of the tabletop (Figures 46 and 47), the supplier that the team purchased white
cement from was sold out and would not be restocked until later date. Waiting for white cement
to be restocked would setback the team an entire week so it was decided that grey cement would
be used as there was enough white cement to complete the top layer of the table. Once all the
concrete for the tabletop was poured, the L-angle ring with steel anchors was placed on the top
layer of concrete. The table was covered with plastic since it was cast outside to prevent the
concrete from drying out too fast.
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Due to inconsistencies between concrete mixes, the top layers of the benches and tabletop had
chalky/powdery surfaces that built up whenever rubbed. A concrete, brick, and tile low-luster
sealer was used to prevent these surfaces from building up the powder. The sealant also helps to
protect the concrete and makes it easier to wipe down the table for cleaning.

Figure 46: Pouring Concrete Tabletop

Figure 47: Final Poured Concrete Tabletop

Figure 48: Poured Concrete Benches with Steel Block Weights
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Software Development
Software development began with determining ideal linear actuator ADC values based on the sun’s
location. For the sake of simplicity, SunSation decided to use only the month and time in 10minute increments, rather than every minute of every day of every year. With these 1727 values
(12 months * 144 values/ month), some of the accuracy may be lost, but there is still enough power
gained to make solar tracking worthwhile. See Appendix I for the table with ADC value and
actuator position for each time over the span of one month (January). Note, each month looks
slightly different, but January should give the reader an idea of what the other months would look
like as well. Also, please note that all times are in UTC, which also takes care of the issue of
daylight savings time. The real time clock on the Raspberry Pi is programmed to also be in UTC.
Now knowing the desired ADC values for each time, the code for solar tracking simply involved
telling the actuator to retract or extend as needed and at the appropriate times.
With the solar tracking software completed, the features and Raspberry Pi peripherals needed to
be completed. First, I2C and SPI interfaces were activated for the real time clock and analog to
digital converter, respectively. Once these were set up on the Raspberry Pi, the greatest challenge
was in developing software for the user-controlled LEDs. The button can turn the LED flood lights
on or off, and they time out after one hour if they stay on for that long. See Appendix J for the final
‘main.py’ file, which controls solar tracking and the LEDs.
Electronics Development
Electronics assembly started with setting up the Raspberry Pi 4, enabling remote desktop, and
setting up the OS. To limit compatibility issues, the 32-bit version of Raspbian was used. The 5V
power supply was tested to confirm output power was clean and had no spikes or disturbances
when it was connected to 12V on the input. Once the power supply was confirmed to be
functioning properly, it was connected to the Raspberry Pi. To make assembly easy yet stable, all
small components were soldered onto a perf board which was socketed onto the Pi. The ADC and
RTC were socketed, and all other components such as pull up resistors, RGB LED, buttons, and
wiring were soldered to the board.
The 4A motor controller was connected and mounted beside the Pi. The Pi, motor controller, and
power supply are all mounted to a piece of plywood to keep wiring as stable as possible. During
software development it was found that the Wi-Fi dongle purchased could not be used with the Pi
due to Linux driver incompatibilities. Wi-Fi signal inside the steel box was nonexistent as
expected, so a new solution was needed. Eventually the Pi’s Wi-Fi antenna was reverse engineered,
and the coaxial cable running to the antenna was spliced onto the Pi, and the original on-board
antenna was disconnected. This worked surprisingly well, and when connected to the
CalPoly_Guest network signal strength was measured at -25 dBm.
Once final assembly of the table was completed, wires were soldered onto the USB hubs, LED
button, and linear actuator. These, along with the Wi-Fi coaxial cable, and solar panel wires were
routed into the column using rubber grommets and fed to the electronics box. To protect the wires
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from the rough edge on the box and column, a 3D printed flange was made that also shields the
wiring as it crosses the small gap between the box and column. The 100A fuse was then mounted
to the battery, and the 20A breaker was wired onto the charge controller. The charge controller
was set up and multiple charge-discharge cycles were run to test its capacity and confirm it was
set up correctly.
During testing, the LED button was found to be unreliable when the linear actuator was moving.
This was caused by cross talk interference because the Raspberry Pi internal pull up resistor is
around 50 kOhms. This issue was fixed by putting a 1 kOhm pull up resistor in parallel with the
internal resistance. During week 10, it was found that the motor controller had stopped working,
this is most likely because the software control loop caused it to start and stop the actuator
frequently to hold a position if the panels were being loaded by the wind. This motor controller is
BJT based, and is rated for 2A per channel, with both channels being run in parallel. As a
replacement, as 43A rated MOSFET based driver was purchased, and will be installed and tested
over finals week. See Figure 49 for a labeled graphic of the final electrical assembly.

Figure 49: Final Electrical Assembly
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Final Assembly
Because the tabletop was an estimated 600 lbs, the team was unable to flip it with human strength.
Thanks to the help of Jim Cullins, and a forklift, the tabletop was removed from its mold and
flipped over. See Figure 50 for an image of the tabletop being lifted by the forklift.

Figure 50: Tabletop Lifted by Forklift

The top was coated with sealant, and the steel was primed and painted. After this, it was lifted with
two hydraulic jacks, and the bench/leg assemblies were slid underneath. Because of power
limitations in the Electrical Engineering courtyard (15A 120VAC only), a 80A flux core MIG
welder was used for all final assembly welding in the courtyard. The legs were welded onto the
inner ring of the table, and the 8” C-channel/electronics box assembly was positioned below. The
column was added next, as shown in Figure 51.

Figure 51: Center Column Lifted into Product
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Once it was positioned to be perfectly vertical, the column and the frame below were welded. The
8” C channels unfortunately were thicker than planned, and did not fit the pallet jack, so the lower
frame was lifted 1.25”, to allow the pallet jack to fit. Small metal tabs were cut from ¼” steel plate
and used to attach the lower corners of benches to the C-channel frame. Next, the solar tracking
frame was lifted and bolted onto the column, and the actuator bracket was welded in place. See
Figure 52 below for an image of the solar tracking frame being mounted.

Figure 52: Tracking Assembly Lifted onto Center Column

The actuator positioning was not finalized until final assembly because there were issues in
calculating its positioning with the loose tolerances on other subassemblies. Once the frame was
secure, the panels were hoisted one by one and clamped into place with nine clamps, three on each
side and three in-between the two panels. All welded areas were painted, and areas that had been
marred during assembly were touched up. See Figure 53 for a picture of the first panel being
hoisted onto the solar tracking frame and Figure 54 for the final product.
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Figure 53: Solar Panel Lifted onto Tracking Frame

Figure 54: Final Product

Future Manufacturing Recommendations
Team SunSation did not experience many overwhelming struggles when it came to the
manufacturing process, but mainly suffered from a lack of experience in some manufacturing
areas. All four of team SunSation were red tag certified in the Cal Poly machine shops. With these
certifications, all the members could help cut and prepare the steel for welding. However, not only
do members need to be yellow tag certified to weld in the shops, but only one member of the team
was an advanced welder. He spent numerous numbers of hours welding the steel needed for the
construction of the table. That includes the welding of all the benches, tabletop, column, and solar
tracking mechanism. This is not even including all the in-place welding that was required for the
final assembly of the table. For these reasons, the biggest recommendation for future
manufacturing is to have multiple members in the group proficient in all aspects of manufacturing,
to not burden a single member of the group with tedious manufacturing.
The other minor issue that team SunSation ran into when manufacturing this table was in the
concrete casting process. None of the members of SunSation had much experience with casting
concrete. For this reason, SunSation sought out Dr. Daniel Jansen, a professor known for his
concrete experience, for help with the process. Without seeking help from Professor Jansen,
SunSation would have struggled with the casting. Not so much a mistake, but rather a suggestion
that could have been beneficial, was the use of normal grey cement rather than going through the
extra trouble and money of buying white cement. The amount of extra cost of white cement is not
worth the final finish in comparison with grey cement. Another suggestion in the concrete casting
process is to use a mixer, rather than mixing by hand with shovels. This process was a lot more
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painful and exhausting. While it started smoothly, by the end of the day, the concrete batches were
not coming out as quickly or mixed as thoroughly, and all the members of the team were exhausted.
After ordering and manufacturing the electronics box and welding the C-Channel onto said box,
SunSation realized an issue with the pallet jack C-Channel opening. Upon final assembly,
SunSation tested to see if pallet jack would fit into the C-Channel and realized the C-Channel was
not wide or tall enough for the pallet jack to slide in. To resolve this issue, SunSation welded the
box and C-Channel to 1 ½ inches above the ground. For future projects, it is suggested to widen
the C-Channel dimensions to an 8-inch width to ensure the pallet jack can fit more comfortably.
Since SunSation did not catch this early, the team developed a creative solution for keeping the
product portable by pallet jack. Follow these steps:
1. The first step to lift the table is put the front of the pointed pallet jack forks as far into the
C-Channels as possible.
2. Next, lift one side of the table enough to slide two 2x4 wood blocks under the U-tubes
closest to the pallet jack.
3. Lower the pallet jack all the way down and push it to the end of the C-Channel, then
proceed to raise the pallet jack until the table is fully off the ground.
4. Repeat process in reverse when lowering the table down.

Future Production Cost Estimation
SunSation’s Solar Powered Picnic Table was engineered to order, making it highly customized for
the customer and location. The following is a list of each of the ways the product was made
uniquely for this customer:
•

Solar tracking software was written based on the exact coordinate location of the product.
Therefore, the angles of the panels throughout each day only perfectly face the sun if the
product is in the electrical engineering courtyard.

•

The panels angle of 30° up from horizontal optimizes solar collection based on the latitude
of the product’s location. If the table were placed closer to the equator, a smaller angle
would be better. If closer to the poles, a larger angle would be better.

•

The panels rotation to 30° to the south is to optimize solar collection based on the exact
orientation of the table in its location. Ideal would have been 36°, but the small difference
between these angles should not have a significant impact on solar collection.

•

The exclusion of AC plugs in the final product (and thus the inclusion of DC USB ports)
was also because of product location. With the final product being placed in the electrical
engineering courtyard, AC plugs are easily accessible, and SunSation deemed this an
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unsafe and unnecessary feature. In other locations, however, where grounding is possible
and AC outlets are not so easily accessible, this feature may be of higher value.
•

Mechanically, the product was engineered to specific pallet jack dimensions. In later pallet
jack research, the team discovered that the pallet jack provided is not a common pallet jack
and has irregular dimensions. For future projects, it is unlikely the same specifications and
dimensions would be usable.

For these reasons, future production cost cannot be accurately estimated, nor would it make sense
to attempt to estimate a generic version of this product when so much of it is highly customized.
However, a table of cost savings for bulk ordering of larger components can be found below, in
Table 11:
Table 11: Bulk Production Savings

Cost Per Unit of 1
12 V 100 Ah Battery*
$699.99
Linear Actuator
$354.00
Real Time Clock
$17.50
Rust-Oleum Paint
$51.98
USB Outlets
$17.47
Total Savings

N/A

Cost Per Unit of 10
$699.99
$318.60
$15.75
$28.40
$12.99

Cost Per Unit of 100
$699.99
$283.20
$14.00
$14.40
$9.99

$65.21

$119.36

* No available information on bulk price reductions for Renogy’s batteries.
Overall, this product was not designed for bulk production or cheap manufacturing. If this were
the future intent, a team of engineers would need to analyze ways to reduce production costs. If
the intent were to develop a more generic solar picnic table, that could be used in any location,
some of the above customizations would have to be addressed and redesigned.
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Chapter 6: Design Verification
Test Descriptions
The testing of this product can be broken into two main categories, those tests that could be done
while manufacturing occurred and those that were completed upon final assembly. See Appendix
K for the full Design Verification Plan and Report.
While Manufacturing:
1. Verify all dimensions meet engineering specifications
a. Seating for 6 people – Target dimension: 120 inches
b. Workspace for 6 people – Target dimension: 18 ft2
c. Tabletop height – Target dimension: 30 inches (±2 inches)
d. Bench height – Target dimension: 17 inches (±2 inches)
2. Weigh the total product to ensure it can be moved by pallet jack
a. Total product weight – Target: > 5500 lbs
3. Test electronics box for weatherproofing
a. Fill box with water – Target: no water escapes box (pass/ fail)
b. Spray box with water – Target: no water enters box (pass/ fail)
4. Verify battery capacity
a. Drain battery and charge again – Target: 1000 Wh
Upon Final Assembly:
5. Measure standing clearance
a. From lowest angle of panels to ground – Target: 6’ 4”
6. Check supported bench weight
a. Place > 500 lbs on each bench – Target: pass
7. Simulate wind load calculations
a. Pull rope with force equivalent to 30 mph winds – Target: pass
8. Check daily energy production estimate
a. Check energy collection throughout one day – Target: 2750 Wh
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Detailed Results
The Solar Powered Picnic Table passed all eight tests, described above.
1. Verify all dimensions meet engineering specifications. This process occurred while the
steel was being cut and welded together to ensure all engineering specifications were met.
a. Seating for 6 people – Target dimension: 120 inches – Result: 180 inches
b. Workspace for 6 people – Target dimension: 18 ft2 – Result: 23.1 ft2
c. Tabletop height – Target dimension: 30 inches (±2 inches) – Result: 28.25 inches
d. Bench height – Target dimension: 17 inches (±2 inches) – Result: 17.00 inches
17.25 inches
17.50 inches
17.00 inches
17.75 inches
2. Weigh the total product to ensure it can be moved by pallet jack. After concrete was casted
into the tabletop and benches, they could be weighed to meet the engineering specification
for total product weight. As further confirmation, the product has successfully been moved
by the pallet jack several times, indicating it weighs less than 5500 lbs.
a. Total product weight – Target: > 5500 lbs – Result: < 2000 lbs
3. Test electronics box for weatherproofing. Once the electronics box was cut and welded
together during manufacturing, SunSation could test it for water proofing. See Figures 55,
56, and 57.
a. Fill box with water – Target: no water escapes box (pass/ fail) – Result: pass

Figure 55: Electronics Box Filled with Water (1/2)

Figure 56: Electronics Box Filled with Water (2/2)

b. Spray box with water – Target: no water enters box (pass/ fail) – Result: pass
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Figure 57: Table and Electronics Box Sprayed with Water

4. Verify battery capacity. The battery was drained by charging laptops and running LEDs.
After draining, the charge controller was used to monitor how much charge the battery
could hold.
a. Drain battery and charge again – Target: 1000 Wh – Result: 1152.3 Wh
5. Measure standing clearance. Once the table was fully assembled, the first test that took
place was measuring the standing clearance from the solar panels to the ground. The
engineering specification that would accommodate for the 99th percentile of male height
was 6'4", and this value was far exceeded. It is also notable that the lowest point of the
panels hangs over the table, so individuals could not hit their head by simply walking near
the product. They would have to stand on the bench or table to reach the panels, which is
not an intended use of this product.
a. From lowest angle of panels to ground – Target: 6’ 4” – Result: 7’4”
6. Check supported bench weight. This test was done by having three team members stand
on each bench and tabletop at the same time to ensure no failure from the manufacturing
process. The total weight of these three teammates is 563 lbs, which each bench withstood
without any problems. See Figure 58.
a. Place > 500 lbs on each bench – Target: pass – Result: pass
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Figure 58: Team Members Testing Supported Weight Capacity

7. Simulate wind load calculations. To simulate wind load that will be placed on the table,
SunSation tied a rope to the top of the center column and had all four members pull of the
rope with as much force as possible to ensure no tipping of the table in all directions.
a. Pull rope with force equivalent to 30 mph winds – Target: pass – Result: pass
8. Confirm daily energy production by sampling power available throughout a test day. Power
was check from 8am until 4pm, and at each hourly sample, the panels were able to produce
more than 500 watts, which is the limit at which the battery can be charged safely. This
results in a theoretical energy production of over 4000 Wh for an average spring day.
a. Check energy collection for one day – Target: 2750 Wh – Result: > 4000 Wh
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Chapter 7: Conclusions and Recommendations
Conclusions
The greatest design choice SunSation made was scratching Rev. 1 and starting fresh. This was also
the greatest lesson learned for future design projects, as letting go of insufficient ideas produces
the best results. Being able to start completely from scratch allowed for a more creative mindset
within the team. SunSation was stuck on concept one leading into final product and getting a push
from an advisor to start new was a great help.
Team SunSation is satisfied with the result of this product, because it is a unique picnic table that
none of the team has seen before in any setting, whether that be on campus, at a park, etc. The
unique design and features involved in the project set it apart from others. The use of solar tracking
increasing energy production and increases the shaded area of the table throughout the day.
Students can use this table at any hour of the day with the use of the LED lights. Having access to
USB charging for electronic devices increases product convenience. Finally, if students are
curious, they can access two different websites from the table: the first being the static website
which can be accessed through the QR codes on the table (which gives background and features
of the table) and the second being the active website accessed using the Solar Powered Picnic
Table Wi-Fi that will show you the amount of power consumed over a duration of time.

Recommendations
Bulk production of this product would benefit from a larger team of skilled manufacturers to
distribute the workload. Having more than one member on the team able to weld steel would have
sped up the manufacturing process significantly, rather than relying on one person to do all of it.
Furthermore, having more experience with concrete mixing and pouring processes would have
sped up the production. Also, using the normal grey cement rather than white cement would cut
the budget of the project down.
Team SunSation would also recommend more testing of the solar tracking system. Because of
hardware and software issues during testing, the solar tracking software was never able to run for
more than a few days on its own. It is also recommended to implement a way for the table to
communicate whether the solar tracking system is operating properly. The team often discovered
that the system stopped working after coming back the next day but did not have an idea of how
long the system ran before ultimately failing. Implementing a failsafe system like this would also
ensure that maintenance is done on the table when needed, without having to physically check on
the table each day to see if it is tracking as expected.
Overall, the project was a great success, and the reviews of the final product have been generally
very positive. The team looks forward to visiting campus again in a few years and checking on the
status of the Solar Powered Picnic Table. Thank you for reading!
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Appendix A: House of Quality

The above House of Quality is a matrix that relates customer requirements to engineering
specifications. For this solar powered picnic table, it helps weigh priorities, define specs, and
compare benchmarks. In researching relevant benchmarks, specific targets were more easily
defined. The engineering specifications were directly developed based on customer requirements
and benchmarks through this House of Quality.
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Appendix B: Cal Poly Pallet Jack Datasheet
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Appendix C: Hazard Identification Checklist
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Appendix D: Detailed Drawings
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Appendix E: Frequently Asked Questions

Solar Tracking & Renewable Energy
Q: Why are the solar panels angled the way they are?
A: The solar panels are angled 30° up from horizontal towards the South to optimize solar
collection. They track the sun from East to West each day, as this increases solar production by
20-30%.
Q: How often do the panels move?
A: The panels move to 30° to the East at sunrise. They hold this position until the sun is
perpendicular to the panels, and then they rotate every 10 minutes. Once they reach full
extension to the West, they hold their position until sunset. From sunset to sunrise, they hold
position in the center.
Q: What are the solar panels powering?
A: The energy from the solar panels runs through a charge controller to power a 12 Volt, 100
Amp-Hour lithium iron battery. This battery stores energy to be used when you turn on the
table's LED flood lights or charge your phone with the USB chargers. The table is fully selfsustainable.

Physical Picnic Table
Q: Why is the table missing one bench?
A: This serves two purposes. The first and more important is that it allows the table to be
wheelchair accessible. We wanted to ensure our product was inclusive for all Cal Poly students.
The second is that it allows for product maneuverability. One of the customer requirements of
this project was that it could be moved by a standard pallet jack. The "C-Channels" beneath the
electronics box allow for the pallet jack to access and move the table as needed.
Q: Why did you choose concrete for the table and bench?
A: There were a few reasons for choosing concrete. One is that is it less expensive and more
durable than alternate materials. The main reason, however, is that concrete is heavy. With this
product's weight and shape, it will not move or tip, even at 60 mph winds.
Q: What did you build and what did you order prefabricated?
A: Nothing was ordered prefabricated. All the steel was cut and welded by hand. The concrete
was mixed and poured by the team, with the help of Dr. Daniel Jansen. All other assembly was
done with
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Q: How much does the table weigh?
A: Though the exact product weight is unknown, it is estimated around 1700 pounds based on
the total weight of all components. The maximum product weight allowed was 5500 pounds, and
the table is well below this limit.
Q: How is the table moved?
A: The table was designed to be moved using the Electrical Engineering department's pallet jack.
See the C-Channels beneath the electronics box.

Design Development
Q: Who made this table?
A: This table was designed and manufactured by four Cal Poly engineering students as a Senior
Design Project. These students are Christopher Barber (Electrical/ Mechanical Engineering),
Michelle Barnett (Industrial Engineering), Casey Durham (General Engineering), and David
Mason (Mechanical Engineering).
Q: How long did this take?
A: This project took an estimated 1200 person-hours between the four engineers. This includes
time in class, designing the product, manufacturing the product, and documenting work for the
product.
Q: How much did it cost?
A: The raw materials and components cost a total of around $3,650, excluding costs of the solar
panels, as these were donated. In comparison, the three other solar powered picnic tables on the
market range in cost from $7,000 to $18,000.
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Appendix F: Engineering Specification Calculations
Column Height Calculations (to meet minimum standing clearance spec):

This image shows the calculations for the minimum height of the column, which came out to be 9
feet 9.4 inches. Team SunSation rounded up to 10 feet for the column height with the intention of
exceeding the specification and easing manufacturing labor and costs.
Battery Capacity Calculations:
100 Amp-hrs * 12 V = 1200 Wh
100 Amp-hrs * 12V * 0.8 DoD = 960 Wh
Daily Production Calculations:
3.16 hrs * 435 W * 2 = 2749.2 Wh
Daily Production Test Results:
From 8am till 4pm on an average spring day the panels were able to supply over 500 watts of
power. This means daily production is 4000+ Wh, even without accounting for power generated
before 8am and after 4pm. On a sunny summer day total production is most likely over 5000 Wh
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Appendix G: Wind Load Calculations
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Appendix H: Wind Load Safety Factor Calculations
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Appendix I: Desired ADC Values by Time (Month 1)
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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16
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26
27
28
29
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31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
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54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
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64
65
66
67
68
69
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Month
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Time
0:00:00
0:10:00
0:20:00
0:30:00
0:40:00
0:50:00
1:00:00
1:10:00
1:20:00
1:30:00
1:40:00
1:50:00
2:00:00
2:10:00
2:20:00
2:30:00
2:40:00
2:50:00
3:00:00
3:10:00
3:20:00
3:30:00
3:40:00
3:50:00
4:00:00
4:10:00
4:20:00
4:30:00
4:40:00
4:50:00
5:00:00
5:10:00
5:20:00
5:30:00
5:40:00
5:50:00
6:00:00
6:10:00
6:20:00
6:30:00
6:40:00
6:50:00
7:00:00
7:10:00
7:20:00
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8:00:00
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9:00:00
9:10:00
9:20:00
9:30:00
9:40:00
9:50:00
10:00:00
10:10:00
10:20:00
10:30:00
10:40:00
10:50:00
11:00:00
11:10:00
11:20:00
11:30:00
11:40:00
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157.869543
160.840738
163.811934
166.78313
169.754326
172.725522
175.696718
178.667914
181.63911
184.610306
187.581502
190.552698
193.523893
196.495089
199.466285
202.437481
205.408677
208.379873
211.351071
214.322265
217.293461
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226.207048
229.178244
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235.120636
238.091832
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244.034224
247.00542
249.976616
252.947812
255.919007
258.890203
261.861399
264.832595
267.803791
270.774987
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276.717379
279.650575
282.659771
285.630967
288.602162
291.573358
294.544554
297.51575
300.486946
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306.033781
309.400534
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318.314121
321.285317
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333.170101
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0
0
0
0
0
0
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101
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12:00:00
12:10:00
12:20:00
12:30:00
12:40:00
12:50:00
13:00:00
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13:20:00
13:30:00
13:40:00
13:50:00
14:00:00
14:10:00
14:20:00
14:30:00
14:40:00
14:50:00
15:00:00
15:10:00
15:20:00
15:30:00
15:40:00
15:50:00
16:00:00
16:10:00
16:20:00
16:30:00
16:40:00
16:50:00
17:00:00
17:10:00
17:20:00
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17:40:00
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18:00:00
18:10:00
18:20:00
18:30:00
18:40:00
18:50:00
19:00:00
19:10:00
19:20:00
19:30:00
19:40:00
19:50:00
20:00:00
20:10:00
20:20:00
20:30:00
20:40:00
20:50:00
21:00:00
21:10:00
21:20:00
21:30:00
21:40:00
21:50:00
22:00:00
22:10:00
22:20:00
22:30:00
22:40:00
22:50:00
23:00:00
23:10:00
23:20:00
23:30:00
23:40:00
23:50:00

368.824452
56.0516108
53.0804149
50.109219
47.1380231
44.1668272
41.1956312
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35.2532394
32.2820435
29.3108476
26.3396517
23.3684558
20.3972599
17.426064
14.4548681
11.4836722
8.51247627
5.54128037
2.57008446
0.40111145
3.37230735
6.34350326
9.31469917
12.2858951
15.257091
18.2282871
21.1994828
24.1706787
27.1418746
30.1130705
33.0842664
36.0554623
39.0266582
41.9978541
44.96905
47.940246
50.9114419
53.8826378
56.8538337
59.8250296
62.7962255
65.7674214
68.7386173
71.7098132
74.6810091
77.652205
80.6234009
83.5945968
86.5657927
89.5369886
92.5081845
95.4793805
98.4505764
101.421772
104.392968
107.364164
110.33536
113.306556
116.277752
119.248948
122.220144
125.19134
128.162535
131.133731
134.104927
137.076123
140.047311
143.018515
145.989651
148.960907
151.932103
154.903299

650
650
650
650
650
650
650
650
650
650
650
650
650
650
650
650
650
650
650
650
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1023
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1023
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1023
1023
1023
1023
1023
1023
1023
1023
1023
1023
1023
1023
1023
886
867
847
827
806
784
762
739
716
692
667
643
617
592
566
540
514
488
462
436
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Appendix J: Final Software ‘main.py’ File
button_pin = 23 # INPUT: normally low (internal pull down), will go high when pressed
button_LED = 19 # green button LED
LED_flood_light = 12 #Flood Light LEDS
led_pin_blue = 22
led_pin_red = 4
led_pin_green = 27

# OUTPUT: normally low, want to go high to turn on lights

in_pin = 14 # if set to HIGH, actuator goes in
out_pin = 15 # if set to HIGH, actuator goes out
import pandas as pd
import numpy as np
from datetime import *
import RPi.GPIO as GPIO
import spidev
from time import *
import csvLogging
import populateWebsite
GPIO.setmode(GPIO.BCM)
GPIO.setwarnings(False)
GPIO.setup(led_pin_blue, GPIO.OUT, initial=GPIO.LOW) # LED
GPIO.setup(led_pin_green, GPIO.OUT, initial=GPIO.LOW) # LED
GPIO.setup(led_pin_red, GPIO.OUT, initial=GPIO.LOW) # LED
GPIO.setup(button_LED, GPIO.OUT, initial=GPIO.HIGH) # Green LED on button
GPIO.setup(LED_flood_light, GPIO.OUT, initial=GPIO.HIGH) # LED flood lights
GPIO.setup(button_pin, GPIO.IN, pull_up_down=GPIO.PUD_DOWN) # Button
GPIO.setup(in_pin, GPIO.OUT, initial=GPIO.LOW)#Motor Driver
GPIO.setup(out_pin, GPIO.OUT, initial=GPIO.LOW)#Motor Driver
LED_flood_state = 0 # state of Flood lights. 1 is on, 0 is off
Last_Time_Button_Pressed = 0 # debounce stuff
light_off_time = 0 # time to turn off flood lights
LED_time_out = 600 # how long Flood lights stay on in seconds
desired_adc = 0 # where actuator is supposed to be at the current time
actuator_idle = True
next_move_time = 0.0
last_adc = 0 # last postion instructed to move to
ten_min = 60*10
# setting up SPI for ADC
spi_ch = 0
# Enable SPI
spi = spidev.SpiDev(0, spi_ch)
spi.max_speed_hz = 1200000
def read_adc(adc_ch, vref = 3.3):
# Make sure ADC channel is 0 or 1
if adc_ch != 0:
adc_ch = 1
# Construct SPI message
# First bit (Start): Logic high (1)
# Second bit (SGL/DIFF): 1 to select single mode
# Third bit (ODD/SIGN): Select channel (0 or 1)
# Fourth bit (MSFB): 0 for LSB first
# Next 12 bits: 0 (don't care)
msg = 0b11
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msg = ((msg << 1) + adc_ch) << 5
msg = [msg, 0b00000000]
reply = spi.xfer2(msg)
# Construct single integer out of the reply (2 bytes)
adc = 0
for n in reply:
adc = (adc << 8) + n
# Last bit (0) is not part of ADC value, shift to remove it
adc = adc >> 1
return adc
def button_callback(channel):
global LED_flood_state
global light_off_time
global Last_Time_Button_Pressed
if (time() - Last_Time_Button_Pressed) >= 0.3:
if LED_flood_state == 0:
LED_flood_state = 1
light_off_time = (time() + LED_time_out) #turn off LEDs in 10 seconds
else:
LED_flood_state = 0
Last_Time_Button_Pressed = time()

GPIO.add_event_detect(button_pin,GPIO.RISING,callback=button_callback)

def actuator_in():
# retracts actuator, increases ADC
GPIO.output(in_pin, GPIO.LOW)
GPIO.output(out_pin, GPIO.HIGH)
def actuator_out():
# extends actuator, decreases ADC
GPIO.output(in_pin, GPIO.HIGH)
GPIO.output(out_pin, GPIO.LOW)
def actuator_stop():
# actuator STOP
GPIO.output(in_pin, GPIO.LOW)
GPIO.output(out_pin, GPIO.LOW)
filename = 'adc_by_time.csv'
adc_by_time = pd.read_csv(filename)
adc_by_time = adc_by_time.drop(columns='Unnamed: 0')
def timeround10(dt):
# function to round current time to nearest 10 min
a, b = divmod(round(dt.minute, -1), 60)
rounded_time = '%i:%02i' % ((dt.hour + a) % 24, b)
rounded_time = datetime.strptime(rounded_time,"%H:%M")
rounded_time = rounded_time.strftime("%H:%M:%S")
return rounded_time
def get_adc():
try:
now = datetime.strptime(str(datetime.now()),"%Y-%m-%d %H:%M:%S.%f")
month = int(now.strftime("%m"))
time_striffed = now.strftime("%H:%M:%S")
time_stripped = datetime.strptime(time_striffed,"%H:%M:%S")
month_df = adc_by_time.loc[adc_by_time['Month'] == month]
lookup_time = timeround10(time_stripped)
# rounds to nearest 10 min
new_df = month_df.loc[month_df['Time'] == lookup_time]
desired_adc = int(new_df.to_numpy()[0][3])
# find desired adc based on time
except:
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desired_adc = 650
return (desired_adc)

while (True):
sleep(0.05)
current_time = time()
current_adc = read_adc(0)
desired_adc = get_adc() #int(input()) # replace with actual code from michelle
current = (read_adc(1)-511)*0.066
print(current_adc, "->", desired_adc, "current =", current )
if GPIO.input(button_pin):
GPIO.output(button_LED, GPIO.LOW)
else:
GPIO.output(button_LED, GPIO.HIGH)
if LED_flood_state == 1:
GPIO.output(led_pin_blue, GPIO.HIGH)
GPIO.output(LED_flood_light, GPIO.LOW)
elif LED_flood_state ==0:
GPIO.output(led_pin_blue, GPIO.LOW)
GPIO.output(LED_flood_light, GPIO.HIGH)
if (light_off_time < current_time):
LED_flood_state = 0;
## Pulls CSV Data every 10 min

## Control loop
if current_adc < (desired_adc + 2) and current_adc > (desired_adc - 2): #desired_adc != last_adc
actuator_idle = True
elif current_adc > (desired_adc + 20) or current_adc < (desired_adc - 20): #desired_adc != last_adc
actuator_idle = False

#
#
#

#
#
#

if actuator_idle == False: #desired_adc != last_adc
##Need to move
if (desired_adc > current_adc): # need to retract actuator
actuator_in()
if (current_adc > desired_adc):
last_adc = desired_adc
actuator_stop()
elif (desired_adc < current_adc): # need to extend actuator
actuator_out()
if (current_adc < desired_adc):
last_adc = desired_adc
actuator_stop()
else:
actuator_stop()
try:
csvLogging.append("table.csv",read_adc(1), True)
except:
print("logging not working")
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